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stay
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Hotel Brochure

welcome to
our world

Welcome

Our stylish hotel is situated in the business
and cultural districts, adjacent to the train
and bus stations. Ideal for both business
and leisure stays, our hotel welcomes guests
with modern and colourful rooms, a gourmet
RBG Bar & Grill restaurant and spacious
meeting facilities.

Park Inn by Radisson Astrakhan has 132 hotel rooms,
including spacious 11 Junior Suites, bright Superior
rooms and 2 accessible rooms.
The hotel also offers outside parking, inviting restaurant
and lobby bar, conference centre and free wi-fi.

Accommodation
All rooms are in modern design with vibrant,
positive, friendly and uncomplicated colours.
Relax in a choice of twin-, queen- or kingsized bed and enjoy the flat-screen television
with satellite TV channels, hairdryer, wi-fi,
direct-dial phone and mini-bar in the room.

time for you
All three categories: Standard room, Superior room and
Junior Suite offer free wireless internet connection,
buffet breakfast and secured outside parking.
Key features: › Individual air-condition climate control
› Hairdryer › TV › Free Wi-Fi › mini-bar
› accessible and connecting, twin or queen rooms available

colourful
dining
RBG Bar & Grill
RBG Bar & Grill restaurant welcomes guests
for coffee and drinks all day and serves
breakfast, lunch and a la carte dining in
to the late evening hours. Relax and enjoy
atmosphere after hard working day and
taste variety of European, Russian and
local dishes.

Guests in RBG restaurant can enjoy a daily breakfast
buffet with a range of hot and cold dishes. For lunch
the restaurant offers – business lunch menus which are
updated every week. Restaurant a la carte menu offers a
wide variety of fresh, tasty and healthy food.
The RBG bar is a great place to meet with friends either
for coffee or cocktails in a very comfortable atmosphere.

meet
smart
Smart Meetings and Events
Fresh, energetic and
unassumingly attentive,
Smart Meetings and Events
offer smart and efficient
choices for all types of
meetings and events.

By understanding and
anticipating the priorities
of each of our meetings
and events bookers,
we are able to deliver an
uncomplicated, consistent
and reliable service,
including wireless Internet
access, smart food, booking
rewards and much more.

All meeting rooms are equipped
with modern audiovisual technology
and free wireless Internet access.
Our special Smart meeting concept
makes your event organizing both
smooth and easy. Our spacious
meeting rooms are the perfect place
for weddings, banquets, company
celebrations and conferences.

The meeting and event centre
offers 9 well-equipped and
multi-functional meeting
rooms. Ranging from 18
to 132 m2 in size, meeting
rooms can host up
to 150 delegates.

things to
see and do
Location
Park Inn by Radisson Astrakhan is located
in the business centre of the city.
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Placing guests near a wide range of attractions and
leisure options, including the popular Astrakhan Kremlin,
Astrakhan Theatre of Opera and Ballet and several
historic cathedrals. In addition guests can enjoy a
variety of leisure activities near the hotel including:
fishing and walking at the embankment of the river
Volga, visiting the interesting circus, modern 3D
cinema or big shopping mall “Yarmarka”.
The hotel is 10 km from the airport Narimanovo and
adjacent to the railway station and bus terminal.
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